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S3LAM: Structured Scene SLAM

Mathieu Gonzalez\textsuperscript{1}, Eric Marchand\textsuperscript{2}, Amine Kacete\textsuperscript{1} and Jerome Royan\textsuperscript{1}

Abstract—We propose a new SLAM system that uses the semantic segmentation of objects and structures in the scene. Semantic information is relevant as it contains high level information which may make SLAM more accurate and robust. Our contribution is twofold: i) A new SLAM system based on ORB-SLAM2 that creates a semantic map made of clusters of points corresponding to objects instances and structures in the scene. ii) A modification of the classical Bundle Adjustment formulation to constrain each cluster using geometrical priors, which improves both camera localization and reconstruction and enables a better understanding of the scene. We evaluate our approach on sequences from several public datasets and show that it improves camera pose estimation with respect to state of the art.

Index Terms—SLAM

I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of SLAM is to construct a map of the environment seen by a moving camera while simultaneously estimating the pose of the camera. It is a fundamental algorithm for robotics and augmented reality (AR) that has seen many improvements during the past few years and is now able to correctly estimate the pose of a camera in small and large scale scenes [1], [2]. The map can take different forms, sparse [1], semi-dense [2] but is always purely geometric and lacks semantic meaning which is an important information to make SLAM more robust and accurate [3], [4]. Furthermore the lack of semantic information may limit the applications that can make use of this map. For example mobile robots may need to recognize objects in the scene for path planning. AR applications can as well use semantic information to overlay contextual information on specific parts of the image and virtually interact with some objects [5]. With the rise of CNNs, methods for object detection [6] and segmentation [7] are now available for practical use applications. Several studies have been conducted to merge those methods with SLAM by fusing multiple segmentations to obtain consistent semantic maps [8]. Furthermore a semantic comprehension of the environment may improve SLAM itself at several stages of the pipeline, more particularly for long term re-localization [9] and dynamic objects handling [10], [5], [11]. Some works use objects as high level landmarks [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. To do so, they can make use of specific objects [13], [16], [17], [18] at the disadvantage of requiring a specialised object pose estimation algorithm [19], [20]. To discard this constraint some works propose to represent objects in a generic way using for example quadrics [14], [15] or 3D bounding boxes [12] and use a generic object detector. Planes can be seen as specific objects that are numerous in many environments and can be also integrated into SLAM [14], [21], [22].

In this paper we present a monocular SLAM system, called S3LAM for Structured Scene SLAM, based on the state-of-the-art ORB-SLAM2 [1] that can segment generic objects in the scene using a panoptic segmentation CNN, namely detectron2 [23]. We propose to create a new scene representation in which objects are seen as clusters of triangulated 3D points with semantic information. This allows us to create a semantic map with object instances and structures as shown in figure 1. Using this map of clusters we make use of prior information about object classes to constrain the map, which improves camera localization, and provides a higher level semantic map as shown in figure 1.

In summary contributions presented in this paper are:

- A SLAM framework that can detect object instances in the scene to create clusters of 3D points corresponding to such objects.
• A monocular SLAM system that can infer structures from clusters and constrain the map given such estimations.
• An evaluation of our approach on sequences from several public datasets which demonstrates the benefits of our method in term of camera pose precision.

The rest of the paper is described as follows. First we describe related work on classical and semantic SLAM. Then we describe our approach to create a structured map and make use of those structures. Finally we demonstrate the benefits of our approach on several sequences from a public dataset.

II. RELATED WORK: SEMANTIC SLAM

Classically SLAM is solved by estimating the pose of the camera and the map of the environment by maximizing the likelihood of those variables given image measurements. ORB-SLAM2 [1] is considered to be the current State-Of-The-Art of visual SLAM. In their system the measurements are sparse ORB [24] keypoints extracted from images. The system is divided in threads which estimate the pose of the camera and the 3D position of map points. This strategy inspired from [25], [26] allows to refine the estimations with a local Bundle Adjustment [27] which minimizes the reprojection error of map points. LSD-SLAM [2] directly uses pixels on high gradient regions of the image to estimate the pose of the camera and build a semi-dense map. The pose of the keyframes are as well refined using pose graph optimization.

Semantic information can be calculated using CNNs and then injected into a SLAM map [8], [28]. SemanticFusion [8] is a dense SLAM which computes a pixelwise probability distribution for each frame and fuse the results for each surfel using a bayesian approach, which gives a semantic dense map. The semantic map can then be used to improve the accuracy of SLAM.

Object based SLAM systems consist in detecting objects in the scene and inserting them in the map to add constraints between frames, thus adding temporal consistency [13], [17], [16], [12], [14], [15]. This can bring robustness to the SLAM and accuracy by having access to the objects scale. Those systems can be divided into two main categories. The first one consist of object based SLAM systems that use specific objects [13], [16], [17], [18]. SLAM++ [13] proposes to estimate the 6 DoF pose of objects in the scene from RGB-D images. Each estimated object is rendered using its mesh and the pose of the camera is estimated by minimizing the ICP error with the live depth frame. SLAM++ builds a graph of keyframes and objects as a map and optimizes the pose graph. On the other hand some works propose to model objects using quadrics [14], [15] or 3D bounding boxes [12]. QuadraticSLAM [15] uses quadrics for localization and mapping. The main idea is to generate quadrics from 2D bounding boxes predicted by an object detection network. The quadrics parameters and keyframe poses are then refined in a BA so that the 2D projection of quadrics tightly fits the 2D bounding boxes. Recently [29] proposes to use semantic information to improve data association between prior maps and the SLAM map, which increases the accuracy of localization and mapping.

Planar SLAM systems consist in detecting planar structures in the scene and using them as high level landmarks [21], [22], [14], [30]. The goal is threefold: first, planes are usually large structures and can thus constrain different parts of a scene without visual overlap. Second, some man-made planar structures do not contain valuable information for keypoint based SLAM, for example white walls, hence using planes as landmarks can enable tracking and mapping in those challenging cases. Finally detecting planes in the scene allows to get a better understanding of its physical structure which can enable interaction, contrary to a simple sparse point cloud. [21] proposes to use only planes as landmarks. Planes are extracted from RGB-D images and injected in a graph based SLAM using a minimal representation which allows them to be optimized with keyframes trajectory. [14] uses planes to constrain the SLAM map. Planes are estimated from 3 different neural networks that estimate depth, normals and plane segmentation. From these redundant estimations planes are inserted in the map. The point-plane distance is then minimized within the BA. [22] proposes a monocular SLAM using planes to constrain the structure of the scene. Planes are estimated using a RANSAC on the whole map, thus they need to be large enough and the framerate need to be low enough for the RANSAC to find the planes. In-plane points are then projected onto the estimated planes and both 2D plane points as well as plane parameters are optimized to minimize the reprojection error.

III. S^3LAM: A CLUSTER BASED SLAM

In S^3LAM the map is represented as a set of point clouds, grouped according to the object instance they belong. Our goal is to use prior knowledge about these objects to enrich the SLAM, improve camera pose estimation as well as to obtain a better representation of the structure of the scene. Our goal is to estimate the pose of a monocular camera moving in 3D space, represented at time $i$ by the 6 DoF transformation between world frame $F_w$ and camera frame $F_c$, with the homogeneous matrix that defines the transformation denoted $\begin{pmatrix} c \end{pmatrix} T_w \in SE(3)$. The pipeline of our approach can be seen in figure 2. We segment each keyframe using a panoptic segmentation network. In the mapping thread we update the class distribution of map points using the output of the panoptic segmentation network. Segmented map points allow us to create semantic clusters that uniquely correspond to object instances. For some clusters of classes corresponding to planar objects a plane is fitted using the 3D points and a merging step avoids the creation of duplicated clusters. A bundle adjustment with a planar constraint is then applied to refine camera pose estimation and map points position. Compared to state of the art our approach relates to object based methods that represent objects as quadrics [15], [31], [14] that are very generic and approaches that estimate planes to represent the map [22], [31], [14]. However contrary to approaches that use quadrics, ours yields a representation that is closer to reality,
which can further improve camera pose estimation accuracy. And contrary to approaches that use planes, ours does not need depth information, nor specific CNN to estimate planes, nor very large planes and can work in near real time.

A. Clusters Creation.

In this section we show how we manage to cluster points, according to the object instance they belong using semantic information.

Panoptic segmentation: Unlike most recent works [14], [12] we do not consider object bounding boxes as input but rather the panoptic segmentation of the image. Panoptic segmentation is a combination of semantic segmentation where each pixel is classified in a given class and instance segmentation where multiple objects of the same class are segmented separately. While panoptic segmentation is harder and takes longer to obtain it allows us to naturally know which keypoints belong to detected objects. Indeed while bounding boxes give the coarse location and size of an object in the image they do not separate the object from the background within the box. Hence a refinement process is required [11]. Moreover contrary to object detection CNN, panoptic segmentation networks, like semantic segmentation networks, are not limited to objects and can segment whole areas in the image, such as floor, which correspond to the global structure of the scene. However contrary to semantic segmentation networks, panoptic segmentation separates multiple instances of a single class, allowing to treat each object separately.

The downside of the additional information brought by panoptic segmentation is its complexity, while object detectors can easily process tens of images per second [6], most recent panoptic segmentation networks run only at 10 to 20 fps. However we do not need to segment images at frame rate. As shown in [8], segmenting frames with a low frequency leads to a small drop in mapping segmentation accuracy while allowing the SLAM to run in real time. Moreover panoptic segmentation is an active field of research and real time networks can be expected in the near future.

To represent the panoptic segmentation network we define a function $g_\theta(I_i)\rightarrow P_i,L_i$ which, given an RGB image at time $i$, $I_i$ and $\theta$, the network parameters, yields a probability map $P_i \in [0,1]^{W \times H \times C}$, where $P_i(u,v,c)$ corresponds to the probability that this pixel belongs to class $c$. The second output of the network is the instance map $L_i \in \mathbb{N}^{W \times H}$ in which each object is segmented and given a unique id.

One problem of panoptic segmentation however is that the instance map is not temporally consistent, meaning that we can not simply rely on the object ids to create the map. To solve this problem we propose a 2 stages strategy: at the level of the segmentation network and in the SLAM. First, for each detected instance in $\mathcal{L}_i$ we compute the IOU with all instances of the same class in $\mathcal{L}_i-1$ and $\mathcal{L}_i-2$ and take its maximum to track the id. We consider an instance to be well tracked if the IOU is above a threshold $\tau_{i-1} = 0.65$ for $\mathcal{L}_i-1$ and $\tau_{i-2} = 0.4$ for $\mathcal{L}_i-2$. A similar approach can also be applied by propagating the 2D id using optical flow, which requires more computations. Using our strategy, clusters are well defined. However when a cluster that has left the camera field of view reappears in the image, the segmentation network creates a new instance, which leads to the creation of a new cluster. To avoid creating infinitely many clusters and propagate the cluster id we define a merging function to fuse clusters together when the distance

$W$ and $H$ represent the width and height of an RGB image, $C$ is the total number of semantic classes.
between their centroid is lower than a threshold $\tau_{\text{merge}}$ and more than 80% of clusters points descriptors match. This approach can also be robustified by reprojecting cluster points in 2D and assigning them the id of the segment in which they fall. The combination of those approaches in 2D and 3D allows us to create a sparse consistent map.

**Clusters creation:** Following the 2D segmentation, we define a function $f(\{p_i\},\{x_i\}) \rightarrow p^{3D}$ where $\{p_i\}$ is a set of probability maps at different times, $\{x_i\}$ is a set of keypoints corresponding to one 3D point $wX$ and $p^{3D} = (p_1, \ldots, p_C)$ is its probability distribution. This function is the fusion of multiple observations and can be written using Bayes rule, which was inspired by [8] that we adapt to work with our sparse monococular approach as it is mostly used by dense SLAM systems using RGB-D inputs.

$$p_c = \mathbb{P}(c|\{p_i\}) = \frac{1}{Z} \mathbb{P}(c|\{p_{i-1}\})|\{p_i\},u,v,c| (1)$$

where $c$ is the class label of $wX$ and $Z$ is a normalization factor. Hence $f$ allows us to obtain a semantic map $\mathcal{M} = \{(wX,p^{3D},c,l_i)\}$, where each point $wX$ has a probability distribution $p^{3D}$, an id $l$ extracted from the instance map $L^i$ as well as a semantic class $c = \text{argmax}_i p^{3D}$. This fusion allows the map to be temporally consistent, even if the panoptic segmentation is noisy.

Using this semantic map we can define a clustering function $h(\mathcal{M}) \rightarrow \mathcal{O}$ where $\mathcal{O}$ is a partition of $\mathcal{M}$ in $K$ clusters $\mathcal{O} = \{O_k,k \in [1,K]\}$. This function groups points according to their semantic class and instance. Each cluster can be defined as $O_k = \{wX\}, c_k$ where $wX$ is the position of a set of points belonging to the cluster and $c_k$ is the cluster class. The centroid of each cluster is computed with the mean of 3D points and continuously updated, hence it moves when new parts of the objects are seen.

**B. Map Optimization from structure estimation.**

**Structure estimation:** Most man-made objects can be approximated with a more or less complex geometrical model, from a simple plane or box to the exact 3D model of the object. The advantage of approximating objects is twofold. First, we can add constraints to the optimization process to improve pose estimation. Second, we obtain a more physically accurate representation of the world by understanding the structures within it, contrary to recent methods that use quadrics to represent objects, which only roughly represent the spatial extent of objects but not their shape [14], [15]. In our work as an example we propose to model some objects using planes. Not only do we model large surfaces such as tables, walls or floor but we also model small objects like keyboards and books. While this hypothesis is more restrictive than using quadrics we argue that it stays highly general as we estimated that about 25% of classes from the COCO dataset can be represented with planes. Planes are represented using the classical 4D vector $\pi = (a,b,c,d)^T$ with $||\pi||_2 = 1$ [21] and planar points $X$ in homogeneous coordinates satisfy the following equation:

$$\pi^T X = 0. \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

Contrary to most planar SLAM systems we do not need to use multiple specific CNNs [14] or depth [21] to estimate plane parameters, which limit the applicability of those systems. Instead for each a priori planar cluster, we fit a plane using the triangulated 3D points of this cluster in the world coordinates system. This is done using an SVD inside a RANSAC loop to make the estimation more robust to wrong classification and triangulation similarly to [22]. However contrary to [22] we are not limited to simple scenes with few very large planes. Indeed as we create semantic clusters we are able to fit planes even for small specific objects and thus we can apply our approach in a wider variety of scenes. Moreover the fitting procedure is made easier by the clustering and be done in real-time compared to the 5 fps limitation in [22].

To avoid creating wrong planes that would corrupt the map, a plane is accepted if it is supported by enough inliers, which depends on the cluster class. For example, keyboards require at least 50 points to be inliers.

**Map optimization:** One way to add a structure constraint is to use a lagrangian multiplier [32], however this adds parameters that need to be estimated, thus we chose to include the constraint as a regularizer as can be seen in equation (3).

$$c_{T_u,wX} = \text{argmin}_{cT_u,wX} \sum_j \rho(||x_{ij} - \text{proj}(cT_u,wX_j)||_\Sigma)$$

$$+ \sum_k \sum_j \rho(||\pi_k^T wX_j||_\sigma) \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $||\pi_k^T wX_j||$ is the 3D distance between the 3D point $wX_j$ (in homogeneous coordinates) and the plane $\pi_k$ which corresponds to the cluster $O_k$, $\sigma$ corresponds to its uncertainty, and $\rho$ is a robust cost function (in our case the Huber loss).

Contrary to [22] we do not project 3D points in their plane as some clusters may not be perfectly planar. However the strength of the constraint can be tuned by changing the value of $\sigma$. Moreover contrary to [22] we do not optimize the planes, treating them as landmark but only use them as constraints on the map structure.

We optimize this equation using the framework g2o [33]. We build a classical BA graph. Then we add an unary constraint to each point belonging to a planar cluster. We consider those points to be outliers if their error is greater than the 95th percentile of a one-dimensional Chi-squared distribution. To account for points that would be outside of the local BA when a plane is fitted we chose to apply a global planar bundle adjustment after plane fitting. Furthermore to account for segmentation noise, we remove from the cluster points that are too far from the plane.

To optimize equation (3) we need to compute its jacobian. It is composed of the derivatives of the reprojection error
with respect to camera poses and 3D points, which is the same as in classical BA [34], and of the derivatives of the point-plane error with respect to points position. This derivative can be computed as:

$$\frac{\partial \pi_k^w X_j}{\partial \pi_k^w} = \pi_k \pi_j \pi_k^\top$$

(4)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we first present the implementation details of our approach, then we show on sequences from the TUM and the KITTI dataset [35], [36] the validity of our method.

A. Implementation details

$S^3$LAM runs at 20 fps and is based on the state of the art ORB-SLAM2 [1]. We do not take in account the time needed for the inference of the segmentation network as it depends on the choice of the model and on the GPU used. However we note that from detector [23] model zoo, the inference time of panoptic segmentation networks varies from 53 to 98 ms with their setup, making it close to real time. The model that we use is the Panoptic Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) [7] based on ResNet 101 [37]. The optimization is done using the optimization framework g2o [33]. All the experiments are performed on a desktop computer with an Intel Xeon @3.7GHz with 16 Gb of RAM and an Nvidia RTX2070. The value of the point-plane uncertainty $\sigma$ is set constant to 100, which balances both errors as the value of the point-plane distance is around $10^{-2}$ m while the reprojection error is around one pixel.

Datasets. Our approach is evaluated on sequences from the TUM RGB-D dataset [35] which provides a set of RGB frames associated to their groundtruth pose. We also show that our approach can work in larger scale and in outdoors scenes by evaluating it on sequences from the KITTI raw dataset [36]. This dataset contains sequences obtained using a camera mounted on a car in a wide variety of scenes. We evaluate on 4 sequences in which the road can be segmented and is planar and in which few objects are moving.

Metrics. To account for the inherent stochasticity of ORB-SLAM2 we run each sequence 10 times and report the median of the RMSE of absolute trajectory error (ATE, defined in [35]) in the tables below. As our experiments are performed in a monocular setting, we scale and align the estimated trajectories with the ground truth as in [38].

B. Impact of the planes constraints on pose error

In this section we study the impact of adding planar constraints to the classical BA formulation, using only planes robustly estimated from the 3D semantic map. We report the results of our experiments in table I. We compare our approach to: the base system of $S^3$LAM, ORB-SLAM2 [1] and both the monocular and RGB-D approaches of Hosseinzadeh et al. [31], [14] that report the greatest number of experiments and use both quadrics and planes. We also compare against the plane based approach of [22] that report experiments on a few strongly planar sequences from the TUM dataset, as their code is not available we were not able to run experiments on new sequences.

As we can see, planar constraints improve camera localization in most cases over ORB-SLAM 2.

The most important improvement is obtained on almost perfectly planar scenes like fr1_floor and fr3_nostr_text_near which allow to easily fit planes. As we could expect using large planes gives better ATE improvements, the line fr3_nostr_text_near (merged books) in table I shows our approach using a single plane for all book clusters, thus treating them as a single large cluster. This shows that in that case, the size of planes used to constrain the BA is more important than their number. Hence our approach can yield good results using even a single large plane. An interesting way to improve our approach would thus to add plane-plane constraints to increase the spatial extent of small planes. The sequences fr3_nostr_text_near and fr3_nostr_text_near (merged books) are run with the loop closure deactivated to better show the impact of our approach. The activation of loop closure is shown in the row fr3_nostr_text_near (loop). The sequences fr2_xyz and fr2_desk are the most challenging for our approach as the main planes corresponding to the table and the floor are not well segmented and cluttered, yielding to a noisy estimation. Compared to the CNN based approach of [14] we can see that we obtain better results for planar scenes, however in scenes in which planes are not well segmented, using quadrics brings a more important improvement, which can be related to the fact that object detection is less noisy than panoptic segmentation. Compared to the approach of [22] we obtain similar results, with almost equal means, however we argue that our approach is more generalisable as we are not limited to mostly planar scenes and we can run it in near real time. We argue that those results and the reported means, show that our approach is generalisable as it improves camera pose estimation in a wide variety of scenes with a preference for planar scenes, while other approaches focus either on scenes containing objects or on perfectly planar scenes. To further demonstrate that our approach is generic we show in table II the evaluation of our approach in a large scale scene, on the KITTI raw dataset, using the class road as a plane. As we can see our approach works in large outdoors scenes and we improve camera pose estimation compared to ORB-SLAM2 [1].

To further show that the estimated map structure is coherent we compute the angle product between pairs of normals that are supposed to be parallel at the end of a sequence (like pairs of books or books on a table for example). The minimum, maximum and median angles between normals are shown in table III. As we can see the estimated normals are pairwise coherent. Moreover the larger the planes are, the more points are extracted and the better the estimation is as visible in the last two lines of the table.

C. Qualitative analysis of $S^3$LAM

We show in figure 3 some qualitative examples of maps obtained using our clustering approach compared to maps obtained using ORB-SLAM2 [1]. The goal of this figure
is to show that the clusters and planes are well defined, to better see the effect of planes on the map quality we refer the reader to figure 4. To construct these maps we used the following classes: table, keyboard, book. As we can see every object present in the scene has been uniquely clustered, leading to a more comprehensible and higher level map. We also show for each planar cluster the estimated planes, corresponding to the objects table, keyboard and book. Our approach yields a more physically accurate representation of the world, which can be easily used for augmented reality or robotics applications. In figure 4 we show a comparison of the map obtained with ORB-SLAM2 and the map obtained using our planar BA. As we can see at the bottom, the lower part of the map corresponding to the floor (visible in orange in the bottom part of the map) is much more planar and coherent using our approach.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a new monocular semantic SLAM system called S^3LAM. Our method uses the 2D panoptic segmentation of a sequence of RGB images to create clusters of 3D points according to their class and instance. This clustering allows us to robustly estimate the structure of some clusters and modify the Bundle Adjustment formulation with structural constraints. We show on sequences from several public datasets that our approach lead to an improvement of camera pose estimation.
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Fig. 4. Examples of map created by ORB-SLAM2 [1] (top) and our approach (bottom) for the sequence fr1_floor. (a) Map top view, (b) Map 3s view, (c) Map side view. As we can see on the side view the floor is more planar with our approach. Black points that are outside of the plane are points that have not been segmented as “floor” and thus do not undergo the planar constraint.